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The UEEH is a moment of feminist and self-managed
organisation, sharing our skills and our creations, a space where
each person can propose and develop their projects. Everyone

participates at their own pace, and feeds into this event so that it
becomes a representation of our wealth, our potential. 

Welcome!
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The  UEEH  -  Euro-Mediterranean  Summer  Universities  of  Homosexualities,
IntersexLesbianBiGayTransQueerIntersexAsexual  (LGBTQIA)  Gatherings  -  have  existed  since
1979. They have experienced various forms. Since 2012, the UEEH are declared feminist and a
space of self-management.

This event was born from a shared desire for a organisational space-time, for sharing and creating
for and by people and / or communities who do not identify with heterosociality, for those who
identify as lesbian, gay, bi, trans, queer, intersex, asexual, genderfluid, queens, butch, pansexual,
queer, bears, fags, femmes ... 

The  UEEH wants  to  encourage  people  of  diverse  social,  cultural  origins  to  meet,  in  a  mixed
environment. The aim isn't to create a space just for experienced activists but one that's for anyone
open  to  the  experience  that  we  offer.  The  Universities  are  a  place  that  aims  to  be  a  good
environment for divergences of opinions, for challenging our assumptions and for workshops of all
sorts, starting from the the assumption that we are all carriers of ignorance and prejudice.  This
requires (undoubtedly!) a certain humility in relation to our own knowledge, a certain availability
towards others and maybe also some trust in the UEEH itself! 

The UEEH wants to allow the collective expression of these communities, favouring consensus, the
involvement of everyone in collective organisation and the individual expression of each person
about themselves, what they've lived and of their own gender. Our diversities is a rich part of this
collective expression and the UEEH recognises and respects the inviolable principle of people's
self-determination. 

Also,  discriminations  are  actively  fought  against  by  principle,  collectively  and  individually,
whatever their nature or however they come about. 
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Practical information 

The site

The Valabre - Gardanne Agricultural College 

Traditionally, the UEEH took place on the site of Luminy in Marseille. But since we no longer had
access to the ESBAM (School of Fine Arts), the ''

bubble ''  effect  so dear  to  the UEEH was no
longer  guaranteed.  This  contributed  to
uncomfortable  and  problematic  situations  in

previous years. So we looked for a new place
and   are  now  at  the  Valabre  agricultural

college! 

We have at  our disposal  the boarding
school  building  with  classrooms  on
the  ground  floor,  which  will  host
workshops,  and  the  building
opposite with the refectory, kitchen
and  two  rooms  (see  map  on  last
page).  We can fully make use of

the  courtyard  between  the  two
buildings  and the  sports  fields.
The  bubble  effect  is  back!  We

don't  have  access  to  the  other
buildings  where  the  administration

and most of the classrooms are located.
Two carparks are at our disposal. All this

while  enjoying  the  sun,  being  sheltered
from the wind and the wild boars! 

The school is located on the GR 2013 footpath. So
you may bump into some walkers! While this may affect the

"bubble  effect",  it's  up to  us  to  find the  right  balance  between these passings-through and our
activities. 

Parking

There are three car parks: the visitor car park at the entrance and two within the grounds. You can of
course park inside the grounds but the access gate to the first car park is only open from 6.30am to
10pm. Later than this, please park at the visitors car park and wait until the next day to enter with
your car / van. The second car park, next to the first, is reserved for trucks and for the logistics
(shopping etc.). The barrier onto this car park is always open.
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Security at Valabre

The agricultural land around the college are
experimental fields, with a qualitative and
quantitative  monitoring  by  the  students
from one  year  to  the  next.  Any  changes  or
damage caused by us could distort their work. So we
all have a responsibility to preserve these places,
including the orchard and field lower down, as
well  as agricultural  machines that are stored in
another college building. This means you should
not walk in the fields or orchard, but also not pick
apples on trees OR those already fallen to
the  ground  (they  are  all  used  by  the
students!).  Thanks  for  following  these
guidelines to not prejudice the work of the
normal users of this site!
All these spaces are marked with easily-
recognisable signs. 

Lighting  fires  is  banned,  both  on  site
and around it, due to the fire risk caused
by drought. In summer, a cigarette butt is
enough to set alight the forest! 

The college premises are "non-smoking". However, you can smoke
in front of buildings on concreted spaces, putting out cigarettes in the ashtrays provided. 

Sleeping on site 

If you are in a shared room, it's important to make sure you respect the space, privacy and limits of
your  roommates:  avoid  intrusive  behaviour  towards  your  neighbours.  This  space  that  mixes
collective living and intimacy increases the need to watch out for others and the organisation. 

We encourage people to have regular discussions with their roommates to get to know  each others'
needs  and  habits  and  to  develop  collective  rules  if  people  want  (the  sharing  of  spaces,  times,
comings and goings etc). It is essential for the smooth running of the UEEH that everyone feels
comfortable and safe in their space. If you encounter problems in your room that make your stay
difficult, don't hesitate find one of the welcome group if it's not not possibile to work things out
directly with the people concerned. 

The  rooms  are  equipped  with  smoke  detectors.  Removing  these  detectors  starts  an  alarm that
automatically calls the firefighters! 

The washrooms are also collective, everyone should help in keeping them clean. When you leave
the toilet or the shower, think about the person after you! 

The local area 

The college is surrounded by forests and fields. You can go on walks in the hills on the other side of
the Fort path. Lower down, there's the Luynes, a small river with walking paths alongside it. When
you go for a walk, bring your rubbish back with you and throw it in the bins inside the college.
Also, be careful of the fire  risk! 
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There is also a retail park supermarkets, a bakery and other shops,
which  is  a  five  minutes  walk  on  the  other  side  of  the
departmental road. You can also get to Gardanne by bus. The
stop is located at the entrance of the college. 

The night
Staff  live  in  the  houses  next  the  second  on-site  car
park,  and  people  live  in  the  southern  end  of  the
boarding  school  building,  on  the  railway side.  So
please make as little noise as possible when near
these spaces at night. 

The different spaces
The layout of our collective living and activity
spaces  are  set  up  and  managed  collectively
according to people's desires and needs. 
This  concerns  inside  permanent  spaces:  the
freeshop, a health area with its own zine library,
the calinodrôme or 'cuddlezone', a autonomous
printing press, a queer library, a work area, a
zine library,  a  clothes freeshop,  one or many
collective sleeping spaces, an outdoor and / or
indoor  play  area,  multi-function  rooms  for
workshops,   ia physical activity room (dance / yoga / tai

chi  /  ...),  an area of intimacy,  an area for
support and listening. 

And if people are motivated: a daytime chill
out space (reading / working ...) and any

other type of space we can think up! 

Each  space  must  be  accessible  to
people of diverse physical abilities. 

The  layout  of  this  new  place
combined  with  many  shared  spaces

can get too much, so we shouldn't forget
the  need  for  spaces  for  calm,  rest  and
privacy.
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On arrival

Registration

Whether you pre-registered or not, whether 're a
newcomer,  you'll  need  to  pass  by  the
registration desk upon arrival. To facilitate your
registration, remember the opening times or call
the  dedicated  phone  which  you  can  find  the
number of on the internet and / or on site. 

Remember:  This  isn't  like  a  hotel  reception
open  all  hours!  We  make  sure  everyone  can
sleep at this self-managed event !

Welcome point

Even if you've already been to the UEEH, it's
good to pass by the welcome point, in particular
to speak about the self-management tools put in
place. The welcome point is run by a rotating
team of  contact people. They might be at the
welcome point or walking around the site with a
distinctive  sign  (armband,  badge,  this  will  be
shown at the welcome point or by the evening
crier).  If  they're  wearing  this  sign  it's  means
they're available so don't hesitate to go to them
with  any questions.  Always  choose  people  at
the welcome point for information because even
if  you've worked out who's  in the know, they
aren't necessarily up for answering questions! 

The welcome group needs people all the time,
don't hesitate to sign up, it's also a great way to
meet people! 

On departure

Rooms: you'll need to clean your room and bring sheets and pillows in the lobby of the building you
stayed in. If you were in a single room, hand your keys in to someone in the registration group. If 
you were in a collective room and you were the holder of the key, give it to one of your roommates 
or if you're the last person, hand it in to the registration group.
The deposit you will be handed back in person, sent by mail or destroyed at your request once the 
inventory of your room has been checked. 
We negotiated with the school to clean rooms and the rest of the buildings ourselves to reduce the 
final bill. So everyone is asked to clean their room or space to lighten the load of the packing down.
The official leaving date is the 31st July. However, some participants don't stay for the whole of the 
UEEH. If you would like to help with the UEEH during the rest of the year, let people at the 
welcome desk know. 
In general, leaving the space created during the UEEH can be difficult, it's not necessarily easy to 
go back to reality. That is why some people give themselves one or more days to stay around the 
area, or do bits of the return journey with others. Find out more and organise yourself with people 
with whom you want to extend the experience !
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Self-management

The main resource of UEEH is the contribution of its participants! Without this, both during the
event and throughout the year, they wouldn't take place. It is everyone's investment that creates the
richness of this event. Throughout the year or during the summer event, we are all responsible for
how the UEEH pans out and defending its values, and without a hierarchy linked to the amount of
work put in. No participant of the UEEH is paid, not people in working groups nor those who give
workshops or performances or come from activist groups.  We are all participants on the same level.
The self-managed organisation means that we try to collectively organise the daily tasks: shopping,
cooking, cleaning of public areas, organising the evening crier, translation / interpreting, updating
the timetable, etc ... There are tools on offer to facilitate the organisation of a self-managed event of
multiple  people:  Whiteboards  and timetables,  the  criers,  etc  ...  These  tools  are  designed to  be
accessible, be passed on and appropriated by everyone. Sometimes there are little blips when the
organization team has not thought of everything! Taking an individual or collective initiative to deal
with organisational complications are very welcome! If there are things that are not clear, do not
hesitate to ask those around you! 
Participating in logistical tasks is also an opportunity to meet people, learn things (yum, a new
recipe!), or do new activities (yeah, a broom race!). What luck !

The info point
At  the  welcome  point,  you'll  get  shown  the
info-point. You can find info about the various
spaces and how they work, and a display of the
daily  tasks  to  take  on,  or  requests  for  help.
Everyone is invited to sign up to as many tasks
(bar,  kitchen,  cleaning  of  public  areas,
workshops,  welcome  point,  etc.)  as  they're
willing  and  able  so  that  the  work  is  shared
between  us  all  to  avoid  exhausting  a  small
group  of  people  and  avoid  specialisation.
Everyone  is  invited  to  create  or  improve  the
display  if  there  is  something  lacking  or
inadequate. 

The Evening crier
Every night we have a town crier! This is our
daily  collective  meet-up.  It  is  one  of  many
means of communication and a way to facilitate
collective organization. It aims to be a friendly
and constructive occasion. 
Friendly, because we are sharing our proposals,
your  thumbs-ups  and  thumbs-down,   useful
information and other cal-outs ... in a moment
put on by willing callers! 
Constructive,  because  we  can  verbalise  any
collective failures and propose solutions. 
How does it work? Each participant is invited to
write  notes  during  the  day  (a  proposal,  a
thumbs-ups,  thumbs-down,  callouts,  practical

info, etc ...) and drop it in the crier box. In the
evening we get together a team of willing criers
(sign-up the  day before  at  the  task  board)  to
read these messages however they want! 
During the set-up (18th to 20th July) the crier is
at 6pm. 
From July 21st, it takes place at 7pm on the dot!
Like that we can eat from 8pm. 
Some tips to keep in mind when you want to
add a note for the crier: 
-  It's  nice  if  the  messages  are  translated  into
English,  French  and  Spanish  to  reduce
translation. It is possible to get help from other
for  translation.  If  tnot  translated,  please  write
short texts, otherwise it's not sure the note will
be read. 
- It's nice if you identify a problem to propose at
the same time a possible solution. Ex: "there are
texts  displayed  in  the  lobby  which  are  not
translated, meet up in the lobby for those up for
transalting." 
- The crier is a tool that isn't  well  adapted to
debate, but it can bring out the needs / desires
for  certain  discussions.  The  notes  that  might
lead to debate are read at the end of the crier.
Then it's possible to propose a specific time and
form  for  the  follow-up.  Twice  in  the  week
(Sunday, July 24th and Tuesday, July 26th) the
crier will be followed by a forum for those who
want  to  discuss  the  debates  raised  during  the
crier. 
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- If you want to declare your love or lust, use
the postboxes or other means of your invention!
Receiving a public declaration of love can make
people unconfortable  and anonymity shouldn't
allow the breach of consent. 
The criers may refuse to read a note that they
feel  doesn't  meet  these  criteria  (eg  a  printed
page  that's  hard  to  translate),  but  the  notes
remain always accessible for anyone who wants
to read them. 
Oh, and the crier isn't over until the next day's
tasks are filled! Enjoy! 

What are we eating     ?
For 2016 we've got one big collective kitchen, 
which requires different organisation to other 
years! There will of course teams who sign up 
in advance on a the task board, with suggested 
menus  as well as the option to propose 
whatever you fancy! For communal meals we 
have chosen to encourage vegan cooking, ie 
nothing coming from animal exploitation. 
We had lengthy discussions because there are 
loads of complex issues that intertwine intimate
and political histories. We decided on this for 
practical, cost but also political reasons. It was 
important to us that the UEEH is a space for 
discussion on the relationship between humans 
and other animals. We also want it to be a space
where everyone can live as they want in regard 
to their food without feeling judged, which is 
why people who want can propose and cook 
meals in a non-vegan collective kitchen 
provided that this doesn't become the norm, that
they organise the shopping and meal 
preparation, and that there is enough vegan food
(this is the only meal that can be fully shared by
everyone!) 
To help with the self-management of the 
kitchen and the proper usage of the material in 
this professional kitchen, there will be tools and
and a suggested organisation to help involve 
everyone. 

Evenings
For  the  evening,  again  it's  all  about  self-
management and any suggestions are welcome:
themed  evenings,  discussions,  music,  games,
films, cabaret, performances, etc etc! 
Each day, one team will be in charge of setting
up  and  packing  up  (light,  sound,  decoration,

etc.).  There will  be a  information sheet  about
this. 

The bar
A bar  located  near  the  evening  space  can  be
organised by who wish. If people are up for it, it
may  also  be  open  during  the  day.  To  allow
everyone  to  be  able  to  take  part,  it's  run  on
donation  price:  give  whatever  we  want,  and
whatever  we can!  The bar  is  run collectively:
stocking, putting drinks to cool and bringing in
the drinks.

The active listeners group
The  UEEH  are  always  an  intense  moment
someways.  For  some  of  us  it  is  the  only
opportunity during the year to act politically in
a chosen-mixity framework ; for others, it is the
time  when  we  meet  lots  of  people  we  have
complex  relationships  with ;  it  is  a  also  a
moment  when  we  face  a  lot  of  personnal  ,
political,  and  ...moving  issues.  In  addition  to
that,  living  in  a  collective  during  one  or  two
weeks takes a lot of energy. In short, there are
needs to be listened to, and sometimes there is a
need for collective management of conflict  or
even  agressions  situations,  that  emerge  each
year. Therefore there is a need for a framework
to process it because not every one belongs to a
widespread ,  supporting  and available  -on-the
-site network. Every year, a responsive system
is  found  on  the  moment  ,  for  instance  « the
ears ». 

In 2015 we were many people who wanted to
be trained upstream the event, so we organized
during  the  first  (closen)  part  of  the  edition  a
four-half-days training session -including active
listening/  Domestic  violence/  Sexual  abuse/
collective support and managing-, in order to be
ready for the 3 open days of the edition. Once it
was  done,  we  wanted  to  keep  on  training
together  during  the  year  to  prepare  the  2016
edition. We were about 20 people to meet twice
for  4  days,  and  we  shared  tools  on  active
listening,  domestic  violence,  sexual  abuse,
support,  conflicts,  relations  of  power,
« management »/ »intervention »/ « mediation »
,  transformative  justive.  We  also  opened  the
group  to  welcome  members  during  the
settlement days of the UEEH.
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We therefore  offer  a  space  where  people  can
come and ask for listening. We practice « active
listening » , a method that aims to help people
name on their own what they are going through
and what their needs are, within a framework as
benevolent  and  non-judgemental  as  possible.
Although we have been trained to pratctice this
technique, we are no experts, and the frame ot
this listening is always to be specified together
(What  is  expected ?  Who  listens ?
Confidentiality?). The listening is practiced by
one persone at a time, but the listeners work as
a group and debrief together. Ressource-people
are also available to help get through complex
situations (violence , conflicts….) 
One  of  our  common  political  base  is  the
awarness  that  there  are  crossed  oppression
systems framing the world and running through
us  too,  as  participants  and  as  listeners-the
LGBTIQIA non-mixity doesn't mean we are all
equal. It impacts of course the way we listen or
intervene : we have the will to take as much in
consideration  as  we  can  the  way  people
(included  oursleves)  are  situated  inside  these
different systems.
There are posters with the composition of the
group and its means of visibility. …

Apart from those moments where we make our
availability clear, we will also need "downtime”
to rest and do other things : please respect those
moments and don't solicit people beyond what
is possible for them.
It is possible that we won't be available enough
to meet all needs : there are not enough of us,
but  the good news is ...the group is  open!  So
feel free to join us and practice next year !
At last, no need to have a big personal  issue to
come  and  talk  to  us :  if  you  need  to  share
something and you feel you can't be heard the
way you want by people around you, feel free
to come and see us !
Also,  we  are  not  the  only  ones  here  to  offer
listening.  We are one resource among others,
you can find other associations and collectives
during  the  event :  AIDES  for  instance  (there
will be posters with information) ; or just any
participant that  inspires your confidence.

Your proposals
The  more  concrete  proposals  there  are  to
explore, the more we can go forward...So feel
 free to offer some, be it during the cry  or by
submitting a workshop, a moment...
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Some important principles of the UEEH

Each Others
The UEEH is made of Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals, Trans people, Queers, Asexuals, Intersex people...
but also pansexuels, dykes, skinny people, people of color, rich people, old people, sick people,
poor people, young people, fat people, fags, white people, deaf people, sex workers, truck drivers,
secretaries, squatters, fairies, butches…
The  UEEH is  a  place  where  the  idea  of  pride  takes  a  central  place,  which  brings  together  a
multitude of communities and persons, with each one having their own experiences and their own
area of expertise. It's also a place where we experiment to change power relationships and explore
different ways of living together or not together...All the ideas of good and bad that the society we
live in forms us to believe, we try to leave behind us, and to not judge that which we don't know. 
We try to respect everyone, it's not as easy as you think! Notably by respecting the gender identity
of the person that we're talking to, whether it's feminine, masculine, both, neutral, something else,
none of the above... 
It happens a lot that we feminize our words (french grammar particularity). The idea is to turn
upside down this  old sexist grammar that we've gotten used to! We can also emphasize gender
neutral words, like “they” or “the person” which allow us to speak without gendering people. 
We try to be careful not to reduce a person to a characteristic: watch out for intrusive questions, and
ones that the other person probably hears all the time, as well as all the well-intentioned comments,
such as:
“You  girls  are  so  sensitive”,  “You  gays  are  so  sexually  liberated”,  “How  did  you  end  up  in
France?”, “I saw right away that you were trans, you're so feminine”, “It's clear you're not a real
guy”, “You black people are so good at dancing”, “You look really young for your age”,  “But it
doesn't exist to be neither a girl nor a boy”, “Hey, it's the music of where you come from!”, “But it
only costs ten euros, that's nothing”, “You should go on a diet, you would be so pretty, I'm sure of
it”, “You're a sex worker? but why would you do that?”, “Wow you speak really good french!, 
« were [NO H] you born with it or did you have an accident ? », « does your condition allowyou to
have sex ? », etc.
Our situation in the different oppression systems makes those sentences harmless for some although
they can  be  very offensive for  others.  Good news :  it  is  possible  to  talk to  each other,  to  ask
questions  if  we  don't  understand  some  things  (and  there  are  many interlocutors  here!)  and  to
question what is obvious for us.

The notion of consent
Everyone has different limits about personal space and physical contact, and they vary according to
our state of being, our environment, the situation. Given the time spent in chosen mixity, and all that
happens meanwhile (encounters etc)...  the UEEH is a very intense time, and the effects of this
intensity should be taken into account in our interactions ( fatigue, emotions...) !
Consent is not something that we say once that means an act is always okay thereafter. It should be
renewed and can be renegotiated. If you have a doubt about the consent of a person at any given
moment, ask them. Everything that is not a YES means NO until explicitly proven otherwise. Be
attentive to signs of human over/underdose and body language, without falling into preconceived
notions of the other person's limits and desires. 
If you know or someone has told you that you can become violent or disrespectful when you are
tired, or have taken a particular substance, etc, it's important, here especially, to think about how
you want to handle that here, and to pay attention to your limits and the limits of others. 
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Here  we  want  to  encourage  the  expression  of  opinions,  of  choices,  and  of  strategies  that  are
radically different. This also means not silencing others by saying “You're being violent towards
me” just because we don't agree. 
We also want to think and live consent as a daily,  positive,  constructive and even a funny and
enjoyable practice. We want to make it simple to identify and express our desires, to make and
answer propositions, to find a convenient way to set our limits and feel at ease with them.
Individually and as a collective, let us be brave and creative in order to make the place as congenial
as possible for us !

Opportunities for spaces chosen as not open to all
At the UEEH, there are  moments  that  are  totally collective and others  where we decide to be
together  in  groups  with  people  having  common experiences  of  oppression.  These  moments  of
chosen mixity or non-mixity allow us to share what we've lived, experiences, strategies, and help us
to become stronger together. We can also want/need to be surrounded by a community to exchange
and build together without having to explain everything. Many different forms of chosen mixity can
be proposed for workshops, film screening, apéro (aperitive) . Let us seize the chance  we have the
opportunity to build moments and places in non-mixity !

Inclusivity
The UEEH work on trying to be inclusive. This means that us, as particpants try to be the most
welcoming  and  the  less  excluding  as  we  cas .  We  try  to  be  vigilant  concerning  exclusions,
marginalization,  uneasiness  created  by the  power  relation,  and  other  circumstances  that  would
prevent people from coming, participating or well-being at the UEEH. 
Although it seems very important that the UEEH should be a place were we feel better than other
places in the society, a place to be ourselves, there si no such place as an entirely « safe » space, for
how could we assert we have deconstructed oll the power relations and violences existing in the
society. If feeling « safe » as a LGBTIQA people is the case here more than in the rest of our life , is
it okay to feel « safe » as a white person ? As a valid person ?
Those power relations dwell within each and everyone of us.
We all are able to perpetuate violence, to go beyond the limits and/or the consent of somemone else.
It is not about making it trivial ; on the opposite, let-us talk about it ! When we perpetuate violence,
our will to listen the other's point of view, to challenge yourself, to accepts critics and be ready to
work on ourselves can give us force.
Here we try, we experiment, we learn to break free and realize the work that still has to be done.
Giving oneself's the means to break free from/struggle with those mechanisims requires efforts and
understanding.  The  principle  of  benevolency is  therefore  vital  for  we still  have  a  lot  to  build
together  but  it  cannot  be  used  as  a  means  to  ignore  conlicts  or  avoid  managing  them.  When
someone is angry, let-us try to understand why before defending ourselves and say this person is not
benevolent. She might have good reasons !
Will is not enough, discriminations and violences have been rooted in our society for centuries, and
we interlazise them despite our good will. We want to set boundaries, inspire from past experiments
and create concrete means in order to produce the less violence  towards others and ourselves as we
can, and help each other to be who we want to be in this temporary space.
Practically, for instance, inclusivity is effective in taking into consideration the different dicentives
preventing people from coming such as the costs, the langages spoken, the diverse mobility and we
incent the possibility for any chosen-mixity activity.  The well-being is  given an answer by the
active-listening  group,  there  is  a  protocole  that  has  been  elaborated  in  case  of  conflict,  and  a
response to violence is being thought through the year towards transformative justice principles. 
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Our communications
The UEEH is an international event, and tries to be accessible to the greatest number of people. As
much as possible, we try to offer communication materials in French, English and Spanish, and
sometimes  other  languages  depending  on  who  is  present  (for  instance,  in  2015:  French  Sign
Language and Arabic)
This year, we use the material provided by BLA for as much simultaneous translation as possible. A
team of interpreters is being organized in order to make the collective moments accessible to all, as
well as some workshops. If you wish to join this team, you’re most welcome!
We are also starting to organize the translation between oral French and French Sign Language! We
keep working on what we started last year!
In order to communicate between deaf and hearing people, it can be helpful to mime and to put
ourselves in places where the light is good.
People needing translation and translators are invited to let us know asap so that we can organize
together. If you wish to attend a workshop in a different language that the one used in it, please
write it down on the workshop sheets (everything is explained on the big schedule!)
Other forms of communication can be invented, like non-verbal meetings, proposed in 2013, to
invite all participants to exchange by another mode of communication than speech. 
There is also a letterbox system, everyone is invited to make one and hang it up in the hall to be
able to receive notes, drawings, presents....

Image rights
It's  important  to  take into account  the dangers  related to the diffusion of personal  information,
notably by photos which could be published on the internet. Some people may not want to be in the
photos taken by others, for reasons of privacy, among others. But at the UEEH, it's also important to
take into account the risk of outing (publicly revealing the sexual orientation or trans-identity of
someone without or against their consent) which can have negative, even disastrous consequences
on someone’s life,  whether it's  with their  family,  general  relations,  at  work,  or with the justice
system. Let's be very careful about asking each person present before taking a picture, or to frame
the picture so that the people are not recognizable, even by those close to them...
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Program for 2016

July 18 - 20 : Set up
During the first three days, we will set up the spaces together so that they can be as pleasant and
functional as possible. Anyone who feels like giving a hand according to their wishes or desires
(translation,  display,  setting up spaces,  organizing the collective kitchens,  welcoming...)  is  most
welcome. So that everyone (newcomer or not) can take part into this, a map of the spaces and how
they will be divided and set up is available at the welcome place. This is our first convivial moment,
at a small scale, where we can learn to know each other and work as a team on the setting up.
It’s also an opportunity for “old” participants to hand down how the setting up works to newcomers.

July 21 - 28 : Workshops
The Opening General Assembly will take place on Thursday, July 21. A 10:30 am, we will start by a
brunch, then a collective welcome at 11 am, then the Assembly. All the participants are strongly
invited to attend!
Then, the activities will start! Workshops, discussions, screenings, performances, and any activity or
animation proposed by participants is more than welcome. This year, the general theme is Spaces of
Struggles:  from the Body to the Collective.  It’s  of course always possible and nice to propose
workshops on other topics or practices, before or during the edition.
Not to forget convivial times, games and parties, because we also need to have some breaks and
meet each other in different occasions, whether set up or informal!
A workshops’ schedule is displayed and updated every day. If you need more details on the content
of some workshops, performances, screenings, etc, you can always have a look at the workshop
sheets displayed there or ask to someone in charge with the program.
On Wednesday, July 27, from 5 pm to 8 pm, those who want to are invited to attend a collective
feedback on all  the workshops who would have taken place during the week, about  the theme
Spaces of Struggles.
On Thursday, July 28, at  3 pm, we will  have the Closing General Assembly,  which is also the
Ordinary General Assembly of the UEEH association. It is the opportunity to have feedbacks on the
2016 edition, in personal or collective terms, but also on the work done the whole year round by the
different  commissions.  During  this  Assembly,  the  moral  and  financial  reports  of  the  UEEH
association are also displayed. Everyone is invited to attend the General Assembly, in order to better
take into account all the desires, feelings, improvement proposals for the coming editions, and to
split the work to do for the coming year...

July 29 - 31     : Packing down
La désinstallation commence le 29 juillet. Tou·te·s les participant·e·s sont invité·e·s à ce moment
fort !  Tout  comme  pour  l’installation,  nous  nous  organiserons  collectivement  pour  ranger,
inventorier et stocker le matériel, remettre les locaux, les espaces collectifs en ordre, nettoyer, etc.
Comme l’installation, la désinstallation fait partie intégrante des UEEH ! C’est aussi un moment de
convivialité entre les participant·e·s, et  symboliquement il  permet  de partir  progressivement des
UEEH.
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The commissions

Since the 2012 conference, the general functioning of the UEEH has been revised to allow a greater
involvement of participants each year,  and more autonomy.  The different tasks to  prepare each
annual UEEH edition have been divided between different commissions and working groups. The
commissions are both independent and interdependent. Each commission develops their own ways
of handing their mandate, and doing what they need to do. If you want to get involved, let us know
during the event, or let your contact before you go!

MACO

Anticipate and bottom-line the logistics of the summer event (place, lodging, signups, material,
insurance, accessibility...) and ensure a continuing global reflection on the well being of participants
(inclusivity, through a work on translation, accessibility, welcoming people in all their diversity…).

COMIN - International group

Taking care of the international dimension of the event (making sure that individuals and collectives
from other countries can attend)

COMEX - External communications

Taking care of external communication (writings, website, graphic design and visuals, spreading
information, posters, media...)

COCOFI Financial Coordination

Taking care of the treasury and asking for grants. Cocofi is sexy!

ATACI - Archives Transmission Autonomy Internal Communication 

Proposing  tools  to  make  the  project  more  horizontal,  and  facilitate  autonomy  in  multiple
dimensions: collective work, decision making. Make information and knowledge available to and
shared by all. Help participants and commissioners to be involved. Archive what is created together.
Ease communication between people from different commissions (internal communication).

Popular education

Make sure that there is “content” (symposium, workshops, themed projects...). This commission is
divided into several sub-commissions: culture, workshops, library, symposium, and health. 

Trans group

Organize workshops, performances, and screenings on trans-identities issues. Help trans people 
financially and logistically to come to the UEEH.
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What Next?

UEEH location

The UEEH exists since 1979; it has known times of pauses, evolutions, organizational difficulties,
violence, spaces to try out different forms, different financial means... 
There is a recurring problem with the location, because the one we used until now was not in line
with the standards established in 2014, based on the reflections of the 2012 conference, notably the
lack of accessibility, the “bubble” effect, the price of renting the buildings...
As for the Valabre high-school, it’s not available in 2017!
If you have a good tip, please share it!

The UEEH is recruiting!

Like every year, the UEEH needs new people to work on organizing next edition! 
During the breaking down, we will also discuss the first organization meeting that will take place 
end of September – beginning of October.
So do not hesitate! UEEH 2017 will be pleased to have new people! Everyone is invited to give 
their time, possibilities, ideas, so that the UEEH live for a long time without anyone break their 
neck working for it! 
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Contact@ueeh.net
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The UEEH needs everyone, our particularities, our visions of the world, our
dreams, our anger, our desires, our creativity, our doubts, our passions, our

feelings of what touches us, our knowledge, our charms, our questions and our
generosity, to enrich the incredible space-time that we are going to create

together for it to get better... and better!
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Sitemap
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